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Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association
PO Box 991
Kodiak, AK 99615

Proposal 43

Oppose

Proposal 44

Oppose

Proposal 45

Oppose

The Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association (AWTA) is located in Kodiak and represents the majority of independently owned trawl vessels
that harvest groundfish in the Central Gulf of Alaska (CGOA). Our member vessels also harvest groundfish in the Western Gulf of Alaska
(WGOA) and Bering Sea (BS).

Proposals 43 & 44
We oppose these proposals that would create a new state waters non-pelagic (bottom) trawl fishery for all species of groundfish (Proposal
43) or for Pollock (Proposal 44) in the Central and Western Gulf of Alaska.

There is no mechanism for the management of Prohibited Species Caps (PSC) inside state waters. Halibut, Tanner Crab and
Chinook salmon resources would be compromised by this new increased effort inside state waters. A large and complex system for
the monitoring, assessing, reporting and management of PSC inside state waters would have to be developed. The development of
this program would demand a significant amount of time, work by ADFG personnel and money.
There is no observer program for fisheries inside state waters. This proposal calls for 100% observer coverage inside state waters
with the cost being paid by the vessels. While the cost for the onboard observers could be paid for by the vessels, the entire staterun management structure required to manage a new observer program would have to be funded by the state at significant cost
The movement of 25% of the massive stocks of Pollock, Rockfish, shallow-water flatfish and deep-water flatfish from Federal to
State waters and designating it for harvest only by vessels under 58’ in length is a direct re-allocation from one user group to another.
There are only two (2) under 58’ vessels that are home-ported in Kodiak and fish primarily in Central Gulf of Alaska. These
proposals would take access to 25% of all groundfish (proposal 43) or Pollock (Proposal 44) in the Central Gulf away from the 35+
trawl vessels and grant access to these two vessels.
It is impossible for two under 58’ vessels to harvest the TAC’s of all groundfish Central Gulf of Alaska. It is likely that enormous
amounts of groundfish would not be harvested every year with the resulting lack of revenues for historic trawl vessels, their
processors and the community infrastructure that supports these fisheries.
There is a large group of less than 58’ trawl vessels that fish in the Western Gulf of Alaska and a many of these vessels have Central
Gulf of Alaska endorsements. Since it is impossible for 2 vessels to harvest the TAC’s in the CGOA, it is likely that these WGOA
vessels would move into the CGOA and target groundfish. Again, this is a direct reallocation from one user group to another, this
time from the historic Kodiak fleet to the under 58’ Sand Point and King Cove fleets
CGOA trawl vessels and their associated processors have worked together to develop business plans for the harvest and
processing of groundfish. Any reallocation to other user groups will disrupt these long-established relationships.
CGOA trawl vessels have built relationships with support business and vendors and any reallocation will have a significant impact on
these other businesses...
The city and borough of Kodiak have invested heavily in infrastructure (harbors, shipyard, etc.) and they depend on the revenues that
flow from the trawl fleet. Any reduction of groundfish to the trawl fleet will have a significant impact on Kodiak.
All federal participants have made substantial investments in gear and technology to harvest groundfish while minimizing bycatch.
Any reallocation that limits access to the resource will lead to excessive stranded capital for these fleets.
Temporal and Spatial measures have been taken to protect Stellar Sea Lions. All groundfish harvests are split into different seasons
with specific PSC caps established for each season within each fishery. Areas around rookeries and haul-outs have been closed.
Having more harvest come out of the sensitive near-shore state waters will likely result in a Section 7 consultation of the SSL
protection measures.
The North Pacific Fisheries Management Council is moving forward with the development of a new management structure for trawl
fisheries in the Gulf of Alaska. The interaction between federal and state-waters is an important component of the management
structure. Any changes in the federal/state-water relationship need to be conducted within that process.
This proposal was submitted by an under 58’ vessel that is a new entrant into Gulf of Alaska trawl fisheries with very little
history. This proposal is aimed at dis-enfranchising vessels with long-term histories of participation in, and dependence

on, Gulf of Alaska trawl fisheries for the specific gain of themselves and a very small group of new small vessels.
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Proposal 45
We oppose this propose that would require 100% observer coverage for trawl vessels targeting groundfish inside state waters.
The North Pacific Groundfish and Halibut Observer program has been in place since the beginning of 2013. It has extended
observer coverage to not only the trawl fleet but also to other sectors that impact our important fisheries resources. This is a very
complex program developed over a number of years and it is unrealistic to create a new state designed, implemented and managed
observer program inside state waters within any reasonable time frame.
The North Pacific Fisheries Management Council has already begun the process of developing a new trawl management program in
the Gulf of Alaska. One of the requirements in this new program will be 100% observer coverage.
The GOA trawl industry has been the subject of numerous Prohibited Species Cap (PSC) reductions over the past few years. There
has been a reduction in the Halibut PSC cap as well as the establishment of reduced caps for Chinook salmon in both our Pollock
and non-Pollock fisheries trawl fisheries. There has also been action taken to require new modified trawl sweeps for all vessels
targeting flatfish as well as an area closure in the Marmot Bay area.

The established trawl industry in the Gulf of Alaska is comprised of harvesting vessels, processors, vendors and communities that support
this industry. Working together, the trawl industry delivers large volumes of groundfish that provide fish for the processors, employment
opportunities doe processor workers, and economic benefits to local vendors as well as our coastal communities. The trawl industry is a
major economic engine which provides tremendous economic and social benefit to the State of Alaska and those who live here.

AWTA asks that the Board reject proposals 43, 44, and 45. We also ask that the Board work alongside the North Pacific Fisheries
Management Council and the GOA trawl industry as the new fishery management structure is developed.

Best Regards,

Robert L. Krueger, President
Alaska Whitefish Trawlers Association
Robert.Krueger@alaskawhitefishtrawlers.org
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RC 018
October 16, 2014

Thank you for accepting ACR#8 and forming a committee to consider the issues raised
by Mr. Fairbanks. We are concerned that the Board limited consideration of the issues
raised in the ACR to only "gear-related" for the Board's March 2015 meeting. We
understand that the complex issues involved with a Tier II or other permitting activity
may be difficult or impossible to implement for 2015 if adopted in March, but we also
strongly feel that the option to subdivide the river-wide amount necessary for subsistence
for Chinook salmon should also be on the table for the March meeting. A revised ANS
could partially address the concerns about equitable distribution of limited subsistence
harvest opportunity, but does not have the implementation difficulty posed by the Tier II
or other permitting options. Please include consideration of the ANS for the March
agenda, as well.
Respectfully,
Art Nelson
Bering Sea Fishermen's Association
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Henry Hunter, Sr., Chairperson
Myron P. Naneng Sr., President
Phone: (907) 543-7300
Fax: (907) 543-3369
Web: www.avcp.org

AVCP
Association of Village Council Presidents
Administration
Pouch 219, Bethel, AK 99559
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The Voice of the Region
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January 14, 2015 -On October 14, AVCP distributed requests to our Kuskokwim River tribal communities
for letters of support for five chosen steering committee members to work together on the initial
development of the Kuskokwim River Inter-tribal Fish Commission (KRITFC). Building an understanding
between each other for our tribal communities' unique goals, interests, and concerns is a priority for
developing an effective working relationship and creation of the inter-tribal commission. Additional input
received from our tribal members prompted us to expand the number of steering committee members to
twelve representatives.
The twelve steering committee members include: 1) Willard Church of Quinhagak, 2) James Charles of
Tuntutuliak, 3) Fritz Charles ofTuntutuliak, 4) Jacob Black of Napakiak, 5) Greg Roczicka of Bethel, 6)
Robert Nick of Nunapitchuk, 7) James Nicori of Kwethluk, 8) Mike Williams of Akiak, 9) Robert Aloysius
of Kalskag, 10) Wayne Morgan of Aniak, 11) Mark Leary ofNapaimute, and 12) Evelyn Thomas of
Crooked Creek. The Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC) will also identify a number of steering committee
representatives from Upper Kuskokwim River tribal governments.
The two primary priorities of the KRITFC Steering Committee include the development of an organizational
framework to guide the structure and operation of the KRITFC and the creation of a salmon management
plan for the Kuskokwim River Drainage.
The first steering committee meeting will be held in Bethel at the Cultural Center on February 5 and 6, 2015.
The second meeting will also be held in Bethel at the Cultural Center on February 23 and 24, 2015. All
steering committee meetings will be open to anyone who wishes to participate, and all A VCP tribes in the
Kuskokwim River Drainage may appoint a representative to the steering committee. Once the Steering
Committee has made its recommendations, AVCP will organize a meeting of all the tribes in the Kuskokwim
River Drainage to meet, review, and take actions on the recommendations.
Quyana to our tribes for the input we have received.
Any questions related to this press release should be directed to Kevin Bartley at kbartley@avcp.org or you
may call him at (907)543-7342.
Authorized for release:
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January 15, 2015
To: Kuskokwim Subsistance Salmon Panel:
My name is Beverly Hoffman, a lifetime resident of the Kuskokwim I have been a
member of the Kuskokwim River Salmon Management Working Group since 1999
and have been co-chair through some good years and bad.
I am 63 years, Growing up on the Kuskokwim, I knew the salmon returned and we
would get our food for the summer and the winter. I have had a smoke house with
my family all of my adult life.
Being on the working group my education of the cycles of salmon species, the
importance of habitat, the importance of escapement grew, concerns of over fishing,
acidity in the ocean affecting salmon population and more information started to
accumulate in my computer files.
Historical knowledge is important but
understanding the biology is important for all of us who depend on the salmon.
The first year I was on the working group we were introduced to fishing on the
window schedule. This was hard. It was the beginning of the end of commercial
fishing targeting our Kings.
In 2012 the state and fed management used the working group to tell our people
there would be restrictions. It was a very emotional time; we were very divided up
and down the river.
State and Federal Managers used our voices but didn't use
our wisdom. The final decision was always up to federal and state managers. We
didn't make escapement.
In 2013 we opened on the lower river with no restrictions and it was already to late
for upriver subsistence and escapement when managers realized it was a bad
decision. Many working group members questioned why would the Kuskokwim be
the only river with a good forecast when the rest of the state predicted low
numbers.
In 2014 another emotional year. Fish and politics became intertwined. How many
meetings were there where people of the river were divided. Management was
divided. While most people concentrated on other species there were those who
used the 4 inch mesh to get their usual King numbers. There were almost two
hundred white fish nets going 24/ 7 from Napakiak up to Tuluksak. I took pictures
of at least 8 crossing the mouth of the Kwethluk.
With our sacrifice some
tributaries made escapement and some didn't. The Kwethluk was one that did not.
So as managers continue to have their differences, some of my people think tribal
control is the answer, tier II proposals are in the works and you are here to listen
then come up with hopefully a good plan.
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These are my thoughts:
We have to open up with restrictions until we are sure the Kings are returning in strong
numbers.
Using 4 inch mesh set nets to give folks the opportunity to get fresh fish for dinner is
good but they were also used to target Kings. A schedule needs to be implemented.
Continue to distribute test fish Kings to communities for sharing. Community feeds?
Continue to promote processing other species, many of us in the last three years
processed mostly chum and reds in our smoke house successfully. Ban 8 inch mesh nets.
Implement a plan for fair allocation of Kings before a Tier II is implemented. Last year
Father Alexander talked about at least 15 Kings per household. What would this look
like village-to-village? Could it be less while we are rebuilding. Should there be
subsistence permits? Who can come back to fish?
Work together. The working group has many tribal members. We have been working on
salmon issues for almost 3 decades. We might not be all sanctioned by our tribal
organization but at last count we had 19 members affiliated with a tribe. It's going to be
a while before something else is in place. The working group should have all members
approved by their tribe.
Restrictions need to be fair. If we are restricted in river, there should be the same
restrictions in the bay. The Kings caught out on the coast are headed to spawning
grounds on the Kuskokwim and on the Yukon. Continue to work on reducing by-catch
on the high seas.
And like our state game biologists and our Federal Fish Managers, at least our head
regional fish biologists should reside on the Kuskokwim. Thank you.
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Kuskokwim Native Association

To:

Kuskokwim Subsistence Salmon Panel
Panel Members

January 14, 2015

From: Kuskokwim Native Association (KNA)
Director of Fisheries
Subject: Community Harvest Trends for Kuskokwim Chinook

Dear Panel Members:
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Board of Fish has tasked this group with developing
possible solutions (both long and short term) to address the equitability of Chinook salmon
harvest on the Kuskokwim River. Inherent in that task is the acknowledgement that a problem
exists, i.e. that Chinook harvest patterns have changed, and become inequitable for some
communities on the Kuskokwim River. To assist with your determination I present this simple
analysis of Chinook salmon harvest reported to ADF&G between 1990 and 2011.
45%
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Figure 1. Community harvest trends of Chinook salmon as a proportion (percent) of the
total Chinook harvest for the Kuskokwim River.
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Growing population trends in Bethel are clearly impacting fishing opportunities for smaller
2 of 2
villages; particularly those further up river and will continue to do so as the population continues
to increase. If future allocation is based even in part on a per capita basis (either through a Tier II
or other permit system) Bethel' s allocation will continue to increase (as its population does) at
the expense of the smaller villages. If the current trend continues Bethel alone could account for
more than half of the total Chinook harvest on the Kuskokwim in less than a decade, figure 1.
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Figure 2. Decadal changes in community harvest of Chinook salmon as a proportion
(percent) of the total Chinook harvest for the Kuskokwim River.
The rate of change in the proportion of harvest between Bethel and other communities appears to
be approximately 5% per decade, figure2 . This analysis does not include the most recent years
when restrictions were in place, which in all likelihood compounded the problem. Furthermore,
it has been proposed that the new escapement goal of 65,000 - 120,000 Chinook will further
contribute to the problem by reducing densities of fish in the mid and upper river, relative to
historic levels. In addition to this surveyed data I have heard numerous reports from local fishers
that for decades Chinook abundance (and consequently harvest opportunity) in the mid and
upper river for has been declining, long before this recent period of low abundance.
K.NA is a regional non-profit native organization created to serve 12 villages along the middle
and upper Kuskokwim River, and is a cooperator with ADF &G Commercial Fisheries Division
on several salmon monitoring projects.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration, sincerely:
KNA Director of Fisheries
Dan Gillikin
dgillikin@knafish.org
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Testimony by Mike Rearden to Kuskokwim Salmon Subsistence Panel,
Bethel. Alaska . January 15, 2015

I'm retired .. .so these comments are my own . I've got some broad concerns about how this
Kuskokwim issue has been addressed and where it is going ...Continuing to fight about fish
every summer is not healthy for the people and does not contribute to successful management
of the fish. Acceptable solutions must be found.
The primary mission of this panel is to consider how to insure equitable distribution of salmon on
the Kuskokwim River. It is a complicated process intertwined with commercial fishing interests,
management protocols, the so-called downriver/upriver conflict, difficulties in assessing run
strength and composition and complexities of overlapping federal/state management laws.
I spent a career dealing with conservation management issues on the delta. Waterfowl ,
salmon , and moose conservation issues in particular took a huge amount of my and my staff 's
time. Managing fish or game is easy. Managing people, and getting the majority of users to
agree on a course of action is very difficult. It requires a high level of commitment to
communicating , listening and finding common ground. I believe thats why there seems to be
reluctance to address the allocation issue. It takes a lot of effort.
Residents of the Kuskokwim are very dependent upon salmon . They have a larger stake in
successful conservation than anyone, but currently I see a lot of denial-some residents don 't
believe the numbers , and many others think it will be better next year. I think we will all be
better off if we prepare for many years of reduced King salmon numbers. I saw the same
reaction on the Yukon 15 years ago. Their king fishery still has not recovered .
Working with the villages is going to difficult. Fish and game fisheries managers don't live in th is
community .. .they come here to work in the summer. Relationships are developed in the local
store, at basketball game or camp with them on the river. This isn't a reflection on the individual
managers, but it is a poor reflection on the Department. It is disrespectful for an agency to
manage people 's resources from afar.
It is not the working groups responsibility to do all of the groundwork for for the department.
Their volunteer efforts are very difficult already. I Think the fisheries managers time would be
far better spent traveling to villages to understand the residents viewpoints and needs and
ultimately would contribute to resolution of this issue.
Without this most basic work being done, I'm concerned that actual agreement on conservation
and allocation will be difficult to obtain . If some clear course of action toward insuring equitable
allocation, such as Tier II or community allocations, isn't followed very soon , I suspect that it
may require legal challenges to accomplish it. It appears that all legal requirements for
demanding a Tier II are present ... it people don 't want that, then alternatives better be found .
Iron ically, one of the driving forces for statehood was to have local (state) control of Alaska 's
fisheries, but now the Department, and to some extent the Board, don 't seem to be concerned
that the Federal government took over fisheries management last summer. An insider confided
in me that some state managers would prefer the federal government manage Kings on the
Kuskokwim because it is such a tough job. Those that wrote the state 's constitution would surly
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be offended if that is true. What is being done to insure that Kuskokwim King salmon are
managed by the state in future seasons?
I have no objection to how the federal managers did last summer. In fact, they actively worked
with local residents and made the tough management decisions needed to conserve King
salmon. Frankly after the Department's dismal management in 2013 , and after requests from
several tribes, they had no choice but to take over management.
Nevertheless, I bel ieve the department is much better prepared to manage the fishery than
USFWS. I've been immersed in this problem myself-the state maintains decades of fishery
records, operates the test fishery, and staffs experts trained to manage fish . Furthermore,
ADF&Gs authority encompasses the whole river ... whereas the federal management only
encompasses the river within the boundaries of the Yukon Delta NWR-essentially from the
mouth of the river to Aniak. I think that a seamless management scheme for the entire river, by
one agency will have a better chance of success and less confusion for local residents.
However, there will have to be changes before people will have confidence that this will work.
Clearly, some very clear mandates must be established to insure that residents of the mid-river
and upper river get an equitable share of surplus fish . This will require changes in management
actions that will affect lower river subsistence fishermen and the commercial fishery. This may
mean establishing a tier II system, or village quotas or something else. It may require a major
rework of the states overall management strategy as it appears that managing for a drainagewide escapement goal may insure that mid-river and upriver residents will never again get the
opportunity to catch the number of kings they customarily use (Molyneaux) . As a panel , that is
your charge.
In summary:
Its going to take a lot of groundwork and interaction with local residents to find an equitable
solution to the allocation issues on the Kuskokwim .
Dual management of the fish in the river will not contribute to seamless, equitable management
There is a clear pattern of allocation and to some extent conservation problems with ADF&G
management of king salmon on the Kuskokwim.
Under depressed runs, ADF&G management plans and actions have not provided for an
equitable distribution of the available surplus.
The existing drainage-wide ANS provides no incentive to ensure an equitable distribution of the
available surplus. There is no benchmark by which to assess success in providing equitable
distribution . There is a need to establish a nested ANS for two or more subregions of the
watershed.
Some people support implementation of a Tier II system-as required by regulation-unless
another equally or more effective tool to ensure equitable distribution in times of low abundance
can be developed and implemented in a timely way.
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The state BOF should work very closely with the federal subsistence board , state managers
should work very closely with federal managers to regain state management that meets the
requirements of federal law, yet will provide seamless fisheries management for the entire
Kuskokwim .
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A Common Site in 2014: King Salmon Damaged by 4 " Set Nets

Deadly Gear: My Thoughts on the Use of 4" Mesh Nets:
Yesterday you heard a lot of testimony in opposition to the use of 4" nets - how they damage and kill King Salmon.
Nobody knows how many Kings were lost during the 2014 fishing season. In the lower River many hit the hundreds of
set nets - there were 140 documented 4" set nets in the 9 miles between the lower end of Church Slough and Napaskiak
(see ONC in-season subsistence reports) on the incoming tide, some drown only to be ripped out on the outgoing tide,
others sat in those nets struggling for hours to get free, damaging themselves in their drive to get home to spawn.
Today I would like to tell you about my experience with these nets in 2014.
In 2012 people were allowed to drift or set with 4" nets during the restrictions. My friends in the Lower River who took
advantage of this opportunity using the "new style 4" mesh nets" told me that type of gear was "deadly".
Last year I found out for myself. Knowing that the use of 4" nets was going to be allowed I called Donaldson's in
Anchorage to order a new net. The first question they asked was, "Do you want it hung for salmon?"
I asked them what that meant. They told me :
•

Single strand mono-filament

•

Heavier lead line

•

Regular salmon net cork line

Like any good fisherman that wants to catch fish - my intention was to target Reds and Chum - and for their gear to last
I said yes. I think the 60' net was $265 with postage.
THESE ARE NOT THE LIGHT UTILE 4" WHITEFISH NETS OF OUR FATHERS & GRANDFATHERS. THEY ARE MADE TO
TARGET SALMON.
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eddies in the Middle Kuskokwim are few and far between. The two that are close to Napaimute to be economically
feasible (price of gas) are both shallow - 3' to 5' deep at normal water levels - last year was low water in June. I wasn't
catching anything but my net was getting dirtier and dirtier.
So one day I decided to drift it to clean it- because we were in State water we were allowed to drift. In Federal water
from Aniak on down you could only use 4" as set nets. As I was drifting it I caught 5 large Kings - I was so amazed that I
kept them. In a regular year 5 Kings in a long drift with a 50 fathom 6" net would be a good drift!
In the day after that discovery I kept drifting that little net using a little 14' boat with an old 15hp for better control even thought of going back to rowing.
Like my friends told me : that net was deadly! I could fish with that net the rest of my life and be happy. It was easy to
throw, easy to drift, easy to pull in. Whenever a fish hit the net I would let it loose from the boat and run out to check it.
If it was a King I would let it go - I released 60 Kings from that little net and they were all medium to large something we
haven't seen upriver in many years. There were very few small/jack Kings - they were getting caught in the lOO's of 4"
set nets downriver.
Chums and Reds were carefully hauled in and kept-we caught about 80 Reds and Chums.
In one drift I sank that deadly little net. I physically shook out 12 large Kings - there were a handful more that got out on
their own. I quit and went back home. Practically in tears I told my wife, "I can't do this anymore . This isn't what
subsistence is about - catching and letting go. I'm going to start keeping some."
I was getting firsthand reports from friends down river that had multiple 4" set nets that had caught over 80 Kings and
counting. One of them even testified in a KRSMWG meeting. As long as it was legal to keep Kings caught in 4" People
were going to keep doing it.
My oldest daughter was sitting at the kitchen table listening to my ranting. She told me, "You can't do that - you'll be a
hypocrite!" So I told her to come with me and see how it is.
We went back out to drift. A few minutes into our first drift- 40' out a bunch of corks went down and bobbed hard. We
went out to check. My daughter is 24 years old and she never seen that before in her life growing up in the Middle River.
There was a 60lb size King stuck in the net. She was in awe. I held it loosely in the water asking her, "You still want to let
it go? You still want to let it go?" She quietly said, "You have to." I shook it loose. It faded away into the water.

One of many large Kings released from a "new style 4" net" in 2014
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Chums, Reds, and of course Kings. We couldn't let all of the Kings go - some were too injured. Some of them would fight
hard pull that small net out of the water and wrap the lead line over the cork line. The only way to get them out of the
net was to bring them in the boat. Once on board they would beat themselves bloody to get free while I tried to untangle
them as fast as possible. Letting them go would be like shooting an animal, wounding it, then turning your back on it. I
can't do that.
So with all that said, I' m not sure what the answer is .
•

Making 4" set net only will lead to saturation of the River with set nets which is burden in the Middle and Upper
River where set net sites are very few. Meanwhile many Kings in the Lower River will be caught and kept. An
unknown number will be lost- damaged or killed outright. I think it is substantial but there's no way to prove it
other than some of the testimonies given yesterday.

•

Allowing for 4" to be drifted allows for a conservation-minded fisher to release Kings almost immediately
without harm in most cases. Some will have to be kept because they are just too wounded .

•

Completely banning the use of 4 11 nets in the main-stem Ku~kokwim and all anadromous streams or only
allowing windows of opportunity for 4" nets might have to be considered .

•

Requiring 4" nets used as set nets to be checked every 6 hrs. - like the requirement for fish wheels

Thank you for your consideration.

